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by Andy Lloyd

p he possibi ity that o u r solar system may have another, as yet undiscovered, p anet has been the
subject of serious debate by astronomers for decades (1). Orbital perturbations b; the outer planets point to a
distant object's gravitational effect; yet,
this so-called 'Planet X' has eluded discovery despite advances in telescopes and
space probes. Even the recent I
survey failed to pinpoint the culprit, leading many to drop the idea of a tenth planet.
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The assumption has always been that this
planet would be similar to the known planets,
and located about six times as far away as
Pluto. While this distance is staggering, it is
nothing compared to the gravitational range of
ow star, Sol. Withh its +here of influence is
thought to reside a truly enormous field of
comets known as the Oort Cloud. It is entirely
possible that a massive planetary body lurks
undetected in this comet cloud around the Sun;
so massive, in fact, that it could fall into the
category of faille. star.
This possibility was fomarded by two
independent astronomers, DE. M w a y (2) and
Matese (3) in October 1999, based on evidence
ftom long-period comet pertufbations. The two
researchers propos ed different p arm~etersfor
this proposed 'planet,' but Q11e genemlities were
very similar (4). This planet was several firnes
the m s s of Jupiter (the largest planet in our
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'/'j,,lc{s

on February 24, 1995 observed that, ,. crime

(was) LIE hottest topic orr nebvork news

"

in an

;u~rlilalslwey of news covaage on ABC, CBS
NBC, Washington's Center for Media & Public
Af-t'iljrsfound that crime ranked No. 1 ibr t ! ~ 2nd
e
straight year." As policies are ~llythologizedin media,
politics orfers yesterday's answers to today's problems.
Consider: Is policing crime perhaps a tool hr
finc-tuning a socioemnon~cvision; perhaps our
fiiture? The clarity of this view can be valued in
ternls of consciousness. People are hired to assena~ble
in 'thirlk-t;~~&s,'as consu1.ta1ts wild1 government.
These policy 'thinkers' have successfully recomnicnded sol~~tions
to crime, discussed below.
This cartideintends to show &at popular notions of
crinle, and policies chosen in reaction lo it, are
disinforming. However, absent from this discussion is
a claim that the policies mentioned are the works of
liberals, rightists, extremists, co~asematives,etc. 'This
review is not about blame. Suclz conclusions fd1 prey
to the diversionary tactics of didec-tic debate that are
so crucial to those of OUT conIro11i11g i~gferes
&-those
who a;voulld rather Pbrsake liberty for a @ m ~ yof
s ecurily. Rather, 1intend to en~phasizeconsciousness.
When strung togetha, basic building blocks of
crime and security policy form pattems of insight. To
debate differences of opinion on these details is
obsolete. This is a coi~lpositepicture o l trmsfomation: a state of policing which we helped to create.
Tllis "state" has two interaceive orders: the 11i1itz-y
.jurisdictioiz and the civil j~~risdicition.
My first point is taken from Willlam ~McNeill's"A
World T r a n s f o m d 7in lBne Fall 1990 issue of Foreign Affaires,the j o m a l of G,:: Council on Foreign
Relations.(1)
file simple fact is that 'j.~enwre we tkka
with human behavior and seek to .onanageit in
a c c o r h c e with some deliberate god, the more
we entangle ourselves in processes wc do not
fully understand. Yet, there really is no choice.
Decisions have to be nmde and policies
in^4plm1ented-sonzehow. The situa!ion we face
in the United States as the Cold War tvhds
down and the m x race peters out-if that does
turn out to be the path into d ~ fi~te~e-is
e
that
some new balance among alll the specid interests an$ social groupings of A n ~ e r i msociety
will have to be contrived. That calls for the sort
of political process that went hto the redefinition of the role of the f e d d govenmlalt after
World War D.

a
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It's inlterestirlg h a t tllc abovc ~icwpointsuggests ahat
only perhups a 1-cso111
tion to tllc Cold War and the
Anas Race will be 0113' ~ i l t l lto tIlc f~zture.Whichever
path it is, McNeill fccls a "new balance" among the
vaious segments of society will have to be "contrived." Contrived by ~vlro~n,
you nlay ask'? And to
what degree has or has not the ''amls race" petered
out'? Cold War-level Dqxmncnt of Defense @OD)
budgets have been maintained. ( 7 3 3 c recent presidential
cmzpaign comlitnlcnlt to increase the DoD budget was
greater by Gore than by Bush.)
The redefinition of the role of the fcderal govemm a t after World War 11, which McNeill refers to
above, resulted primarily in two creations. The Office
of Strategic Services was transformed into the GIA(2);
m d the National Secwrity Act of 1947 gave birth to the
National Security Council, the National Securiey
Agency (via Executive Order)(3), and o w omnipresent
National Security State mentality. This war mentality is
now archetypal. As a microcosm of the nation, this
mentality has so infected the social consciousness that
ethically diverse youth gangs are at war with each
other (in and out of prison), and 'me-fighters' are at
war with h e m natiomvide, jlh perpetuity. As Sanyjka
ShAur states in his Los Angeles youth gang autobiography, Monster (p. 355):
It's not ensugh to say that I had transcended the
h d - s e t of being a (gang) bangex .. . After having
spent thirteen y e m of my yowag life inside what
i ~ ~ t i seemed
dy
like an extended family7but had
turned into a war mchirne, I was tired and disgusted with its insatiable appetite for destruction
. . . f wanted to construct somethh~g,which in
(gang) h a g is tantamount to treason.
The socioemnoanic effects we experience today,
resulting Pi-om a National Se d t y pa& of govenamce,
were publicly previewed by President Dwight D .
Eisenhower when he wmed(4):
?he councils of government, we must guard
against the acquisition of u n w m t e d influence,
whether sought on: msought, by the rrnilitxy ind u s ~ acoqlex.
l
The potential for the disastrous
rise of nisplacd power exists andl will pmist ...
only an alert ant% know].edgeable citizenry can
compel the proper.meshing of the huge industrial
md n ~ i l i t qjnmcbgsy of defense with om
peaceful methods and goals so that security and
liberty xmy prosper together.
We did not heed President Eisenhower's warning. In
this respect, I will begin by acknowledghg the infmstructure of a n i W t e d industry for securing our nation.
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structures kept illtact by magical means?
In other words-to paraphrase Clausewitz-is
magic a continuation of politics by other means? It
depends on your definition of magic. Is it, as Ci-owley
would have it, the "science and art of causing change
to occur in conformity with will"? Then, yes. But,
under those guidelines, so is selling used cars. We
need a sharper definition of what we mean by magic.
It also depends on whether or not you subscribe to the
conspiracy theory of the day, I suppose. Tf real power
is in the hands of a few secret people who pull strings
behind the scenes, then politics as we know it does not
exist. The will of the people, the voting booth, the
mud-slinging; in the end they come to naught because
the boys in the back room will decide who gets
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elected. But if you define political power as the ability
to move and mold masses of people, then you have a
chance at proving the thesis that political wars are
magic wars.
The key to this thesis would be, in my poilit of
view, propaganda. Propaganda is the use and manipulation of symbols. Whoever does it best is the better
magician, and will probably win the "war." But the
symbols of the political arena-especially in the
United States-are not as sublime as we find in the
occult symbol system. The political symbols are taka1
from the environnzent, from the times; the zeitgeist, if
you will. No one actually goes around waving the
tattvic symbols or the Tarot deck around during a
political campaign; the rrianipulation goes in diffel-erst
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ilt~;lgc,but ~vithoutconscience in comparison to the
rest of US. A sociopa~1,probably. Lntelligent, strong,
pcrl'cctly proportioned. And a remorseless killer. Not
csactlr ET.
Y0i1'j.c mentioned that many of these Nazi
occn ltists believed in the Theosophical concept of
Ascer~tletiMasters and Secret Chiefs. I lmow that
Bl;kv;~tskybelieved them to reside in the Himalayas, while the Thulists deposited them underg~*ou~ld,
i s il subterranean vault accessible by a
turlr~elwhich opens up in the North Pole. But is it
possil) lc that some of these people believed that the
A sccrl (led Masters were extraten-estl-ials or trans dimensional beings? 1 know that the Nuis were
susl)ectetl of conducting experiments with fying
SikUcerS, time travel and multiple dimensions, so it
rnatle I I I ~wonder.
I think that recent neo-Nazi authors are toying with
his idea, nlost notably M i p e l Serrano in Chile.
Crowley and his followers certainly hold these views
(see tlle works by Keiuleth Grant, for instance). The
Nazis themselves'? Well, going through their Canon is
a bit tedious, but I an sure the resourceful researcher
could uncover the odd reference to an extraterrestrial
abode for their Secret Chiefs. At that time, space
opera was not nearly the advanced art form it is today
and flying saucers were not yet the vogue, although
the foo fighters had already made an appeamnce, as
did tlle nlysterious flying ships of the turn of the
cel1tury.
I think the Nazis understood the Masters to be a
kind of god force, like Bdin or Thor. Horbiger was
coming close to an extraterrestrial theory as he developed his World Ice concept, but it had little to do with
the Secret Chiefs. I have not found documentation to
show that the Nazis had a developed theory about the
nature of the Chiefs, and I have found very little
support for an extraterrestrial theory of any kind
among the Nazis so far. I aan aware of the idea that
they were working on a saucer or some kind of space
ship, but that does not imply that they held simcant
alien life theories beyond those of a purely speculative
nature.
Please explain the "World Ice Theo~y,"if you
would. It malies no sense to m e
Makes no sense to nle, either. The idea is that the
basic building blocks of the universe are ice crystals,
and that temperature and humidity are the determining
factors for the various stages of life and evolution.
The Nazis perceived thenlselves as "ice men" and
their Eden was a frozen wasteland. 'They looked down
on the tropical Edens of Biblical lore as being the
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abodes of subhurn;a~s,much :IS tropical countries are
the domain of non-Ary;ms. Ttlc tlleory is convoluted
and self-referential, and gave rise to scientists running
all over the world taking its temperature, so to speak.
You tell of Nazi mind control experiments involving psychedelic drugs and torture techniques.
You quote RurBoIf Hess at the Nuremberg Trials
saying he himself wiis a victim of such mind control techniques, and how he believed that the
prosecution witnesses at the trial had been hypnotized because of their '"lassy and dreamy eyes."
You seem to think that the Nazis had become
rather adept at mind control, and that our own
intelligence organizations copied them. Do you
have any more to add? What aspects of mind
control! do you think the CIA and others have
copied from the Nazis?
I don't think that Hess was implying the Nazis had
mind control, but that the Allties had it. The n m who
interviewed Hess for CIA Director Dulles was Dr.
Ewen Cameron, who went on to run the official CIA
mind control operation in Montreal. The Nazis were
experimenting with hallucinogens and narcotics during
the war. Their documentation on this was seized by
American intelligence and has never seen the light of
day. That much is known. The idea dlat CIA ran a
vast mind control experiment in the 1940s-l970s,
which involved all sorts of people and organizations,
forms the central thesis of my next book (which has
not been finished yet), so I don't want to ruin the
surprise. Suffice it to say that when the Nazis were
being imported by the hundreds to the US and other
American countries after the War, it wasn't only an
"outer" space program that was being contemplated.
You write that Jorg L m z vsn Liebenfels created
the Order of New Templars as "a secret society
bent on reviving the chivalric brotherhood of
knights, but in an aggressively Teutonic-and
anti-Semitic-format." Since the original Templar
order had so much to do with JudaismJerusalem, holy relics like the Ark of the Covenant,
Jewish mysticism, and of course the Jewish priest
king known as Jesus Chris t-how did he reconcile
the concept of the Templars with his own antiSemitic beliefs?
We enlightened types realize that Christianity has
its roots in Judaism. I mean, the Old Testament should
be proof enough of that, right? But just lry telling the
wrong people that Christ was a Jew and see what
happens. If occult scholarship on the Tenlplars is
correct, however, these knights were less Christian
than would appear at first blush. The Templars, all
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Remember that restoring the House of Stuart would have
been a romantic concept to Mathers, Crowley, et al. And this
ties in with their opposition to Victorian English values. Mathers went so far as to have photographs taken of himself in full
highland drag, and signed many of his writings MacGregor.
Crowley made himself Laird of Boleskine on the banks of Loch
Ness, and Boleskine is now the "Mecca" for Thelemites, the
place they face when they pray. I could go on and on about
Bonnie Prince Charlie, "Charlie over the water," and the underground societies that supported him with their a d e s and safe
houses; all those elements necessary to attract the devotee of
secret cults and hidden meanings. I mean, look at the similarities between the Catholic Church battling the Templars, and
then the English Empire versus the Templars: the Templars as
romantic champion of the underdog, fighting the minions of the
Death Star. More to the point, the Stuart connection gives the
Templars a dimension on the British Isles apart from its Gaelic
origins and fame. It makes them more universal, and moreover
is credited with being the source of Freemasonry. To restore the
Stuart dynasty would be to restore Templarism de facto.
Mathers was passionately involved i.11Stuart-type intrigues
and half-baked political movements; Crowley adopted it as a
fashion and probably believed in restoring the throne to the
Stuarts, but I think he was not as politically involved as his
mentor in this cause. Crowley came fxst to Crowley, and unless
he could prove to himself that he was a Stuart, I don't think he
would have thrown his not inconsiderable weight behind the
movement for any period of time.
What do you think about the idea put forth in Holy
Blood, Holy Grail, hypothesizing that the Protocols of the
Learned Elden of Zion were originally a Masonic document, doctored by Sergei Nillas in order to foster antiSemitism?
It is possible that the Protocols are a corruption of another
document; but once we go down that path, how do we know
what was original and what was Nilus? At one point, Nilus
himself says that the Protocols were stolen by a woman from an
influential leader of Freemasonry. (That was only one of his
many stories of the background and origin of the Protocols;
most are mutually exclusive.) It was originally entitled "Minutes
of the Meeting of the World Union of Freemasons and Elders sf
Zion" according to Norman Cohn in his definitive Warrantfor
Genocide, which is probably the best source for anyone interested in the history of the Protocols. I sllould also mention
Cohn's point that "in the 18th century, the Freemasons were on
the whole hostile to the Jews (and so, incidentally, were the
Bavarian Illuminati)." The irony is that the Nazis (and the
Russian anti-Semites responsible for the Protocols) assumed a
Jewish-Masonic conspiracy. Both groups were considered
secretive, clannish, self-supporling, and outside the mainstream
of culture; ergo, they were united in a single conspiracy. Paranoia has its own internal logic, I guess.

In your book, you hint about your own
involvement with the occult. What can you
tell me about that? Why are you mentioned in the 6'Spedd Thanks" section of
the Necron omicon?' And what's up ~vith
the Necronomicon, anyway? I always
thought it was something that Lover$
had made up, brat the preface to the one
edited by L.K Barnes states that it was
brought to him by some guy named Simon
in a briefcase containing "additional
material on the NECRBNOMHCON which
provided his bona fides." He also says tllitt
the briefcase contained "co~~espon
dence
from various Balkan embassies." This I a&
first took with a grain of salt, but after
seeing your name in the special thanks
section I grew curious,
My involvement was on the translation
side. I've been around occult groups in New
York since the late 1960s. I was a friend of
H m a n Slater of the old Warlock Shop in
Brooklyn Heights before it moved to Masnhattan and became Magickal Childe. I was
around during the famous Witch Wars of the
1970s, when it seemed that everyone was
casting spells on everyone else. I was there
when Gardnerians and Welsh Tmds atad
Alexandrians and Sicilian Trads sat down
around a table in the back of Hernial's shop
to settle the War and make peace once and
for all. Herman had once interviewed neoNazis in New York in the 1960s, and we had
a lot of interests in conmon. I never joined
any of the groups, that wasn't nly intention or
inclination, but I was a familiar face around
the campfire, so to speak.
My fascination has always been the degree
to which religion and occultism influence
mainstream politics. Unholy Alliance began
as an academic study of this b e f ~ r eit turned
into a Nazi history. As for the Nec~#onomicon,
it was part of a stash of stolen books. The
story is told in other places, and I have b eel1
asked this before-also on the Internet-so to
summarize: In the 1970s, two Fasten1 Orthodox monks pulled off the biggest m e book
heist in the history of the United States. It
was a continuing crime, the books being
taken from libraries and private coklecgicpns
all over the country (and, it was said, Cma&
md Mexico). They were finally busted, and
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delegation, to draft a more general, model no-license
law it could then ask other nations to adopt. This
uniform international effort would force the British
to give up an important element of their power.
Lobbying Congress in 1910 for his new bill,
Wright fretted about cocaine's "encouragement
anlong the liumnbler ranks of the Negro population in
the South.... it has been authoritatively stated that
c o d e is often the direct incentive to the crime of
npe by the Negroes of the South and other sections
of the country." Here you have the geopolitical, the
coonomic utility of racist pharmacophobia. Wright
wrote the editor of the Louisville Journal Courier
that "a strong editorial from you on the abuse of
cocaine in the South would do a great deal of gooddo not quote me or the Department of State."
It seems to me that, from the Black perspective,
the achievements of the cocaine nigger were an
endorsement of cocaine. Obayi, in the Akan language of Ghana, means witchcraft; it is counteracted
with myal, spirit possession for the purpose of
identifying and prescribing the curative herbs. The
captive African obeah and myal women and men of
the West Indies teamed up to defend their enslaved
culture. An 1891 ScientificAmerican article, "Obeah
Poisons and Poisoners," expresses the usual progressive compassion:
There is probably no locality where AngloSaxon civilization is now waging so active a
warfare in this direction as in the Brifish West
Indies. There the colonial governments are
brought face to face with the Obeahman' whose
skill with native poisons is supplemented by a
certain rude acquaintance with the pharmacopoeia, and whose sway over his debased followers is practically absolute.
Obeah, the worship and propitiation of the
eternal snake as an emblem of evil, long ago
degenemted into a series of obscene orgies
among its West Indian followers.... it suffices to
say that the result is to bring into great demand
the services sf the 'bush doctors,' as those
uneducated chx1at;ws me called who brew
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simples k m the wild herbs at hand. This is not to
be wondered at when we find fhat there is but one
educated physician to every 12,300 of inhabitants,
by far the greatest proportion of which are spread
over stretches of wilderness, and what wonder that
'bush physic' is all that the ignorant, neglected
negroes ever receive?
"East African Babies Doctored To Death" reported
The New York Times, Nov. 23, 1920: "The Daily Mail
published further details this morning of the Rev. John
Rosme's expedition among East African tribes. Mr.
Roscoe found that among the best tribes infant mortality
was terrible, and that this was almost wholly due to the
use of drugs. Out of sheer kindness babies were dosed
with drug after drug, most of them prepared from
crushed herbs given in water or milk." The Literary
Digest, in 1920, explained "The Cannibal's Substitute
For Religion":
Religious consciousness is generally supposed
to be innate among all races and tribes but Professor Richard L. Gamer, a director of the Smithsonian Institution's recent expedition to the French
Kongo, fmds that the Pangwes, an incorrigiily
cannibalistic tribe, acknowledge no deity and believe that everything which presents the least ele
ment of mystery is explainableby witch&. ?hey
are a purely materialisticpeople, without ,sufficient
powers of abstraction to conceive of spirit as a
thing apart &om matter, nor of anythmg else that
the natural organs of sensation fail to perceive.
Buiti is the highest native conception of a bendcent being, says this authority m m e Forum; but
this being is only human, armed with the natural
agencies of monda or 'medicine'; and Nyakwa,
who is also human, is the most defznite conception
of an evil genius. The good services of the one are
procured through a ritualistic ceremony which has
no connection with any religious emotion, and
tribute forestalls the malign influence of the other.
Their belief in witchcraft has no religious aspect. It's secret knowledge. The wise men of the
tribe know the medicha1and poisonous propeities
of certainherbs, and how to use them for a desired
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hated unions at Imst as passionately as their Northern
bretl~ea,and they cane to rely on the wholesome
inflrlence of the church ladies. The WCTeT chief,

ing what becanle, in 1918, die Eighteenth Anlendment, Prohibition:
History is a record sf a sad procession of
world tmgsdlies. Nations and mlpkes in ttu-n
have risen to greatness only to fall. Before the
death blow was struck faom without the evidence shows in every case the ravages of a
titanic destroyer within, under ~vlloseoperations
die vitality and strength of the 11atio11 were
subnlerged in a general degeneracy.
For centuries the world's philosophers aid
historians l w e looked on appalled, overwhelnled. Only in tlie last few y m has science
taken up the question. Following her patient,
rigid nlethods, w d a which ~iatureand life have
slowly yielded up their secrets, science has at
last cleared up the mystery aid identified die
great destroyer as alcoIiolic poisoning.
Exact laboratory, clinical and pathologid
research has demonstrated that almliol is a dehydrating, protoplasmic poison.... under die nicroscope it was found that even a moderate dsj,nk
of alcoholic beverage passing quickly hat^ the
blood paralyzes the white corpuscles. They behave like little dnznken men. In pursuit Ihey
cannot catch die disease germs. In conflict they
m o t hold the disease germs for devouring,
md they cannot operate great p h a l a ~ ~ eas
s,
they do when sober, against sucl~powerfi~l
germs as those of coi1sumption.

Frances Willard herself, had stressed that the probleni
with labor was not so much "how to nuke higher
wages" but "how to turn present wages to better account." What that was supposed to mean to a sharecropper with starving chillihen is beyond me. This
ruthless bourgeois condescension was the prevailing
attitude among the Southern Suffragettes and WCTU's.
E they were what White fenlade power was about, the
South was all for it.
The KKK's Rep. Hobson of Alabama was the AntiSaloon League's most popular and highest paid
spcaka. The assun~ptionsof his astounding arguments
are d
l written into today's drug law. Here are some
excerpts from Mobson's Feb. 2, 19 11 speech introd~~c-
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If a peaceable red n m is subjected to the
regular use of alcoholic beverage, he will
speedily be put back to the plane of the savage.
t since recognized this and
The G o v m l l a ~long
absolutely prohibits the introduction of alcoholic
beverage illto an Lndian reservation. If a negro
takes up a regular use of alcoholic beverage, in a
short ltinle he will degenerate to the level of d1e
cannibal. No matter how high the stage of
evolution, the result is die same.
In our great cities like New York, Chicago,
and Philadelphia the ravages upon the average
character have been so great, so many degenaates have already been produced, that the degenerate and comptible vote not only holds the
balance of power betcveen the two great political
parties and can dictateto both, but acludy holds
a nlajority of the votes, so that honest and
efficient seEgovemment as a permanent condis
in
tion is now in~ossible.I m m i ~ t comi~ig
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Korshak was "often delegated to represent the Chicago mob,
usually in some secret capacity," as a 1942 R S report put it.
Just as Rosselli was the Chicago mob's most trusted street
operator in Los Angeles, so Korshak was its most trusted legal
eagle. I<orshak, who began his career in Chicago as Big Al's
lawyer, was an early, and nlajor, stockholder in Red Dosfman's
Union Casualty Company. This is the Chicago company that
became the awesome T m s t e r s ' Central States, Southeast, and
Southwest Areas Pension Fund.
Korshak was pursued by Bobby Kemedy on the McClellan
Rackets Committee in 1957. The New Jersey Casino Control
Commission called Korshak "a key actor in organized crime's
unholy alliances with corrupt union officials and its pernicious
efforts to frustrate the rights of working men and women by
infecting legitimate unions, to rob tlaef menlbers' future by
stealing the benefits they have e m e d in the past from honest
labor."
The very frst official stop in 'CVashirngton of the Reagan-Bush
administration, immediately following ~ e ivictory,
r
was the
headquartem of the Teamsters Union, where they met with
Jackie Presser, Roy Williams, Frank Fit%simons and Sidney
Korshak's very own Andy Anderson of Los Angeles Teamster
Local 986. Reagan asked the Teamster high comtnmd to pick
his Secretary of Labor and other top admhistmtion officials.
They picked Ray Donovan of Schiavone Construction Company
of Secaucus, NJ, accused at his confirnation hearings of being
close to "Tony Pro" Provenzano and "Sally Bugs" Briguglio of
the Union City Teamsters, top Genovese operatives. Both were
indicted for the 1961 killing of Anthony Castelllito, which resulted in the Provenzano reign in Union City.
This is the pair, according to Time, that quickly chipped in
$500,000 in cash to cover Nixon's January 1973 covert Watergate expenses. Allen Dorfman, on Frank Fiksimons' orders,
matched the Union City Teamsters with m t h e r half million in
cash. Provenzano and Briguglio were also accused, h 1978, by
Family member Little Ralph Pimdo, of killing Jimmy Hoffa.
Sally Bugs did not live out the year.
Donovan was also accused of being dose to New York
mafioso William la/lasselli, then under indictmat for manufach-uing synthetic cocaine and hijacking trucks. Schiavone Construction was accused of being Masselli's money launihy. Assistant
Director of the FBI Bud Mullen successfdly prevented the
c o n f i a t i o n committee from finding out what the FBI knew
about Donovan, and so Donovan was confjmed as Secretary of
Labor. Mullen was then rewarded with the leadership of the
Drug Enforcement Administration. Donovan was fmally forced
out of goveanment, in late 1984, after being indicted, along with
nine top New York mafiosi, for murder, grand larceny, fraud,
extortion and labor racketeering.
Immediately on taking off~ce,Reagan began the "deregdation7'of the savings and loan industPy, allowing S&L's to offer
any interest rate they wanted and do mything with the money.
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Reagan's administration regularly approved
unqualified hoods for federally-insured bank
ownership.
Hood banks often looted their entire cash
reserves, lending them to their own front
companies, washing the money out the front
companies through various transfer tactics,
and then declaring the front companies
bankrupt, which in turn forced the bank's
collapse. The money was gone into hood
hands, and the FDICFSLIC was liable to
reimburse depositon, to the tune of hundreds of billions of taxpayer money-some
estimates go as high as one Pillion dollarsthat's one-seventh the entire annual GNP.
These cooperating hoods and businessmen, Marcello, Beebe, Renda, Mischer,
Lyon, Khashoggi, Murchison, Helliwell,
H m~andez-Cartaya,Charles, Rebozo, the
Bushes, etc. were indistinguishable from the
intelligence community and from the Republican establishment, although there are
certainly plenty of Democrats on the list as
well.
Former President Bush's Federal Housing
Administration Commissioner, Catherine
Austin Fitts, Assistant SecretarJT of Housing
under HUD Secretary Jack Kemp, got a
close-up look at the modus operandi of this
establishment. During the Reagan years,
Fitts was a Managing Director and Board
member of the prestigious Wall Street
investment bank Dillon Read & Co. As
manager of their huge municipal and government portlFolios, she oversaw the financing
of multi-billion dollar urban transportation
and renewal projects, including the renovation of the NYC subway system. Nicholas
Brady, George Bush's Treasury Secretary,
was her partner and boss at Dillon Read.
Unlike many of her fellow Reaganauts,
Fitts was a religiously-motivated idealist,
not a money-motivated hustler. As Bush's
manager of the FHA's gigantic $300 billion
mortgage and properties portfolio, she set
out to revamp the system from the botton
up, whoever's ox got gored. Secretary
Kemp, fearing for his oxen, f ~ e d
Commissioner Fitts.
After leaving at loggerheads with the
compt bureaucracy she found at HUD,
Catherhe Austin Fitts did something really

renmkable. She slaowed new HUD
Secretary Cisneros, in 1993, l ~ o wto
save taxpayers billions by empowering the very people in danger of
defaulting on their HUD inoafgages
or living in HUD-supported hortslng.
Using a bottom-LIPrather than
top-down model, Fitts' new Marnilton Securities Group developed a
pilot project at a HUD housing
project, Edgewood Terrace. H a d ton taught the local women how to
use computers to build data bases
that tracked the money flowing
tlvough tlleir own neighborl~ood.
Since their neighborhood wasn't
particularly different than the other
63,000 neigllborhoods in HUD 's
database, what Edgewood Techology Services did was help Hamilton
Securities create software and
money management tools applicable
to the whole country.
The women of Edgewood Terrace
proved that they could be as co111puter literate as anjToneelse, given
the sweat-equity subsidy, and were
rewarded with stock in their mnlpany and a decent income doing
highly productive work. 'The red
value of Edgewood Terrace property, of course, rose as its pain level
dropped. mgewood Terrace could
no longer be bought for p eilnies on
the dollar for condo co~lversiom.
Fitts' practical tools for dealing wit21
"How the $ Works a11d How to
Remgineer How ttle $ Works" a 1
be found at her site,
www .solarivillage.corn.
One of the obvious things Fits
was able to denzonstmte was that
HUD was often paying its pet
contractors $200,000 per houshg
unit when perfectly good units were
available in the neighborhood for
$40,000. But, of course, the clleqer
local units weren't owned by HUDconnected contractors.
The politically insubordinate Fills
was viciously, and falsely, attacked
by tlle politicized HUD legal bu-

reaucracy. Her d157, Secretary Cisneros, found that his sex life somel~ow
b e m ~ more
~ e h~portxatthan his ideas about structural poverty. The
painf~tlij-expe~slvelegd infighting, however, didn't stifle Fitts' remarkable crecatiivit~~.
1Vifl1 her 'geo-coded' database she was able to demonstrate that
defaulted HUD ~~~oPtgages
were concentrated in areas of structural
poverty, a r d that -tlrose were precisely the "drug areas" the Prohibitionists were most up in arms about. "Freeway" Ricky Ross' Harbor Freeway, nmmhg right though the center of South Central L.A., was a
concentnted mass of defaulted HUDRHA single family loans. Fitts'
map of defaults looks quite like a pollution-induced disease cluster
centered around the Harbor Freeway.
Failure to address neighborhood structural poverty results in a painfi-lledneighborhood dependelat on the default painkiller economy. The
resultant arzxd~icpoverty and violence collapses neighborhood property
values. Why pay off a11 apparently worthless mortgage when it makes
rnore sense to ~~aove?
Prime urban real estate can then be bought for
pennies on tlize dollar.
And who tvas buying this prime real estate? The HUD mntractorsindistinguishable froin the intelligence community and the Republican
establisluz.m_ent.Rae same "liquidators" that had made the neighborhood
ripe ibr a "Q-ug epidemic" in the frrst place, the same military intelligence operatives dealing the chugs, were using their drug money to buy
the now d e ~ ~ d u eneighborhoods
d
for a pittance-for cheap conversion
into condos, malls and industrial parks. These were the very same radical
Prolribitionists demonizing those using the pain killers and then vying
for the resulta~ltprison contracts.
As Fjlts relates:
Let's look at ll~?swthe Section 8 owners, managers and
pm~mllip
b e a ~ ~ d a r iworked
es
alongside the drug traffickers. Let's
loolc for patterns of loan brokering, money laundering, cleansing and
other rdrrtisaaships between real estate, land, prison growth and
pri~~atizatioa~
aa~dthe kind of investors who control CIA and intelligence ~~ebvorks.
Then let's look how this ties k to campaign
fuladmishag. . Support allthis by a national media owned by defense
conkdctors a1d other csrpomte interests. Thaa way the nightly news
has lots of insaaeylllaking incentives to cover HUD OIG sponsored
dmg raids in black conurunities rather than doing a story on CIA
dktlg trafficking.
This was precisely the point made by Malcolm X and Fred Hampton
yeas ago. "Crack" is a fascist red herring, a way of demonizing the
sj7111pf 0111 rather thm the disease. The problem is structural poverty, not
too few incarcerated poor. Crack is nothing but a symptom of massive
syste~~dc
pain. Given the crirninalization of the safe herbal painkillers
a ~ euphorimts.
d
aud the Prohibition-created default economy, crack may
have become the euphoria11t/painkiller of choice, but the problem is the
pain. not the paixdciller.
TICBloods, llze Crips. the Cobra Stones, and especially the Gangster
Disciples. repeatedly stress that they have the inalienable right to participate in the only economy open to tllem, rather than rotting in abject
poverty in the colzaete jungle. The Disciples call themselves "Brothers
of the StR1ggle," but their political message is uniformly ignored, even
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very, very low rate). Tulane tvas
canotherof the institutions receiving
rnonies under MKULTRA in one of
the srrbprojects starting in the 60s.
However, before the experiments
at Tulane, in tlle late 1940s (as
related in my previous Paranoia
article), Bell Laboratories tvas
sponsoring Andrija Puharich's
experiments with remote telemetry. Dr. Puharich had inlplanted
two inpatients at B ellevue with
bioreceivers, or biochips. My
guess as to why Dr. Puharich
utilized Bellevue Mental Hospital
patients is that if the patients
began to report hearing voices in
their heads, everyone around
them, except Dr. Puharich, would
attribute the phenomena to the
hct that these people were
diagnosed as mentally disturbed.
This nlay have been the first time
government-funded doctors used
the "well, what do you expect,
they're crazy" cover story. None
of Puharich' s early research ever
am!la
appeared in any acadenlic journal. My source is an on-line
publication by Terry Milner(4) who
created by electrical stimulation. Some of this type of research Haito
based his investigative report on
hallucinations through electrical stimulation was being dorle at the
Andrija Puharicli's private papers.
University of California-Los Angeles (U CLA) in the Reed N etarologicd
Research Center, the Brain Research Institute md the Delmtnlent of
The fact that no researcher identiSurgery. These researchers based their experiments, according to their
fies the source of their funding
paper "Mental Phenomena Evoked by Electrical Stinl~zlationof the
~~xzm
that
s tve will never know for
Hwnm Hippocampal Formation and Amylgada," on che earlier resexcla
sure which of the above-cited
of Wilder Penfield, M.D. (1954).
protocols were funded by the CIA,
undersh~d- or by other agencies or private
Dr. Penfield's work from 1954 forms the basis of r~~odem
corporations. If the researchers did
ing of electrical stimulation and observed responses. UCLA was one of
reveal the source, it would have
the institutions funded by the CIA to conduct seveml projects under the
been in their private papers. IT,after
project name MKULTRA. As a matter of fact, at the time the abovedeath, the researcher left those
named paper was being published by U CLA, Congress was conducting
papas to their institution, you can
hearings into MKULTRA.
be sure that by now the infomlatisn
In 1975, at Tulane University School of Medicine, Drs. Heath, Sol111
would be buried-if it hasn't already
and Fontana were performing stereotaxic (specific and precise placebeen
bwned.
ment) implantation of electrodes in human subjects(3). 'fie implants
were stainless steel or silver ball electrodes. Patients within the DepartEiectroshock and Psychic
ment of Psychiatry and Neurology had been implanted starling in 194 9.
Driving
The problem the doctors complained about was that the silvec ball
However, we do know from
electrode had "a slight tendency to attenuate faster f r q u e ~ ~ d e ;laid
s"
Gordon Thomas' non-fiction book,
"meaningful changes are not f'iltered out." But they had nmobved down
.?ozwney Info Madness(5), that
the most effective pulse rate for brain stimulation to 0.2 to 0.25 (this is a
during the 1950s, Dr. Ewen Cam-

is, according to the doctors, "tlie cor~scio~is
and u~ico~lscjous
rr1enh1
content present at the time of stinlillatiorl may bc manifested 111 hallucinatory experiences." This reseucl~1nc;uis that it was lki~ownthat certain
types of electrical stimulatioll could create Ilnll ~~cinations.
It also ~neans
that humans could be controlled extertially and unwittingly.
In 1978, electrical stimulation of the brain ~vasused in expmirnlents to
evoke all kinds of simple and complex saisations and emotions. Once
again, it was discovered by other reseaucheis that l~alluch~ations
could be
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by Uri Dowbenko

1 Martin is the man who knows
too much.
About government fraud at
the highest levels.
About ban-Contra.
And about the uizindicted conspirators who continueto do their dirty work.

In the past, Lt. Cnldr. A1 Martin
(US Navy, Ret) has testified before
Congress for the 1Cen-y Committee
and the Alexander Committee, w l ~ c l l
investigated the illicit deals of tlle
so-called Iran-Contra Affair. His new
book, The Conspirators: Secrets of
an Iran-Contra Insider, is a true
crime story and an unprecedented
expos6 of high-level government
crimes, coverups and scandals. The
book includes first-hand accounts of
US govemment-sanctionednarcotics
trafficking, illegal weapons deals, and
a veritable epidemic of securities
fraud, real estate fi-aud, banking fraud
and insumnce bud by high-level
government p erps.
These criminal perpetrators are
nnembers of the cryptocracy, those
who rule from the shadows of government. In his landmark historical
study, Operation Mind Control,
author Walter Bowart describes the

a

cryptocracy as "a secret bureaucmcy still supported by all the
power of the federal government,
but which operates outside the
chain of government comn~and.
"
Former Assistant Secretary of
State Elliott Abranls called it "a
Shadow Government in the
United States." In Al Martin's
words, it's a "Government
Within a Government, compris-

ing some thirty to forty thousand
people the American government
turns to, when it wishes certain
illegal covert operations to be
extant pursuant to a political
objective."
Bowart describes the cryptocracy
as "a teclmoaatic organization
without ideology, loyal only to an
unspoken, expedient, and undefined patriotism. ... Its funds are
secret. Its operational history is
secret. Even its goals are secret."

An Interview
with
Whistle-Blower
A1 Martin,
author of The

Iran-Contra: In The

paranoia: the conspiracy reader

Conspirators:
Secrets of an
Iran-Contra
Insider

Beginning

"Iran-Contra" itself is a euphemism for the tremendous frauds
perpetrated by military, corporate
and government criminals for profit
and control using the cover story of
"Fighting Communism." Ostensibly
this inaccurate term entered history
as shorthand for the public sccmdds
of illicit arms sales to Iran (which
were really to Iraq) coupled with
the illicit weapons deals and narcotics trafficking to fund the
Nicaraguan-based CIA am~ycalled
"The Conbas." The real stony,
however, is much more complex.
One of A1 Martin's roles was
acting as a fundraiser for the bogus
"War Against Com~nunisrn'~
in
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Nicaragua. His expertise as a finance and corporate securities
specialist served "The Came," as Oliver North called the
enterprise of raising cash1 for secret illicit operations.
M e r he retired from th.e Navy, Al Martin's life went into
the fast lane as a black ops specialist and an Office of Navy
Intelligence (ON0 officer. In his book The Conspirators, A1
Martin tells the facts that have been ignored, ripping off the
covers of the sleaziest secrets of the Waslington powermongers.
Because of his failing health, A1 Martin has decided to go
public and tell the whole story of the Iran-Contn Conspiracy.
The Conspirators is a secret history of the late 20th century
and an uncensored version of what really goes on in the back
rooms of realpolitik brokers and go-fers. In a recent interview, Al Martin shared some of his knowledge of this covert
world of global fraudsters.

lawrenee Richard Hamil: lnleanafional
Man Of Mystery
At a meeting with General Richard V. S ecord and
government-sponsored con man Lawrence Richard Harnil,
Martin was briefed about Iran-Contra. operations and was
allowed to view CIA white papers on "Operation Black
Eagle," code name for the illegal progmm of narcotics trafficking, massive fraud and weapons deals.
"Harnil was the type of guy who had a big ego, and he
liked to impress people," says Martin. "I thought he was
trying to impress me because of the level of his access, but it
was much more sublime than that. He knew that later on
these do cunlents would become increasingly valuable as
Iran-Contra would start to fall apart."
The documents he showed Martin revealed an operation
that was basically government-sanction fraud, a "license to
steal," as it were; in other words, a goven~ment-protected
racket.
"Hanlil was a master of 'The Game,' one of the best in the
United States," Martin says. "He's one of the best political
manipulators behind the scenes to ever come down the pike.
He is not just a simple con man, a government-connected
swindler an-id money launderer, as people seem to think. He
was very deeply involved in all sorts of political deals at the
same time. In late 1984, Hamil undertook a separate operation. He began dispensing money to House and Senate Republicans, and I don't think anyone else knew this."
The payoffs and systemic corruption were just "business as
usual," according to Martin. '"You have to look at the states
where Hamil did a lot of business. Not only are they states
controlled by Republicans, but they are also states where
Hamil passed out a lot of envelopes. Illinois, Tennesee,
Kentucky. On three occasions, I met then-Governor William
Thompson of Illinois. We met him and his aide several times
in the bar at the Whitehall Hotel in Chicago [to pass enve-
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lopes of cash to him]. Also to the governor of
Kentucky, Marcia Lane Collins."
You've heard of COD (Cash On Delivery)
but to maintain this level of fraud requires
CIE. That's Cash In Envelope.

Al Maran's Coven 08s Career
And how did he start? "I was in the Naval
Reserves for a long time," he continues. "How
I actually got involved was in 1975, with an
old chum of mine George W. Carver III, son of
George W. Carver Jr., one of the then-Deputy
Directors of Intelligence for the CIA. He was
DDI on their Central and Southern Desk.
Actually I volunteered for ONI [the Office of
Naval Intelligence]. I went from being a lowly
'G' (G's were essentially citizens who kept
their eyes and ears open). They weren't looked
at as particular assets or resources. Apparently,
I did a pretty good job."
"We were in Peru," Martin continues. "At
the time the country had a military dictatorship
and its political line was officially proMoscow. There were about 4,000 so-called
Russian advisors in Peru at the time. Peru has
always been a problem for Washington because of the number of Russians in the country. The Russian military presence increased
for another two years until the installation of
civilian president Bernando Terry. In 1975, my
function was to simply keep an eye out on any
movenlent of Russian troops."
So did he realize that Peru would become a
staging area for CIA cocaine production and
trafficking? "I didn't notice any organized
effort in narcotics trafficking when I was
there," he replies. "But I knew the CIA Deputy
Station Chief in Lima at the time, the famous
Buzz Barlow, Eugene 'Buzz' Barlow."
"As you well know, the Tingo Maria Huallaga Valley area of Peru became a focal point
of cocaine processing," I pressed on. "That
wasn't until after the Russians were kicked
out," he answers. "The only thing the CIA
seemed to care about at the time was perpetually subverting Soviet interests in Peru and
continuously attempting to establish a narcotics
base of operations as it were. But the Russians
would continually frustrate that. They [the
Agency] wanted to establish a network of
narcotics traffickers within Peru who would
cooperate with the Agency."
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stripped down US Treasury bond that
essentially guarantees the ultimate
mature capital value of a note. It does
not however guarantee the interest of
that note. It only guarantees the return of
capital.
For the record, the underwriters of
these bonds were powerhouse investment
banking fums Goldman Sachs, Shearson
Lehrnan and Merril Lynch. "They were
making the one and a half point concession fees on the bonds and they were
known as the primary
dealer of the bonds,"
Martin says.
The so-called Russian
Bailout followed a similar
scenario. ~'Fo1lo.s~
the
money, and it will lead
you to the new fraud,"
insUucts A1 M&.
Blackstone invest men^
Group, even before the
Mexican loan deal, was
'in the bag' as it were.
Blackstone immediately
set up an office in Mexico
City because it knew that
where there was fraud,
there was money to be
made. You see it three
years later in 1997 when
Blackstone set up an office in Mexico ."
Likewise there was massive trading
activity in the Far East, where the
bottom-feeder investment bankers would
arrive to pick up "distressed assets":
defaulted stocks and bonds for pennies
on the dollar. "That was early in 1998
before things fell apart," says A1 Martin,
"because they Isnew things were going to
fall a~art."
"The Carlyle Group, which is Frank
Carlucci, and the Blackstone Investment
Group are vittually one and the s a l e .
Two different names, but they are virtually the same organization," he continues. "All they do is ride the crest of the
waves of various frauds from couzatry to
country. Before the so-called Global
Financial Crisis of 1998, Blackstone and
Carlyle suddenly opened up an office in
"

am. They didn't have an ofice in Jakartabefore because mey
were very friendly with President Sukarto. Sukarto gave fi~emall so*

of inside capabilities to short, or sell short, the Indonesian rupiah
which nobody really had the ability to do because the currency
wsn't p;uticularly liquid. They do on a large scale-on a multibillion dollar scale-what Richard Hamil does on a multi-million
dol1a.r scale."
"Tlley actually purchase a security, let's say US Treasury Bonds,
o~lesecurity with their own money. They then use that security ;uld
llypothecate it ten or twenty times to all different types of transactions. Now that kind of fraud is not particularly hard to conunit,
particularly if you have a trust company under your control or a trust
company that's willing to play
ball with you. It isn't that hnrd
to take the same asset and
pledge it twenty ti~nes."
Because bank officers don't
do due diligence or what'? I
asked. "You llavc to utidastand
that the securities don't move
mlplace.
just pledgcd.
They're usually just held in an
account in a securities firm."
And one balk won't tell
another bank that these assets
have been pledged and tl~erc's
no way of finding it out'? 1
pressed on.
"Not if you've got people
willing to play ball with you,"
A1 Martin replies. "Tile pcople
willing to play ball are the securities firms in the United States whicl~
have long-standing relationships with not only the CIA but also this
little Eastern Country Club Cabal, as I call it. The fums that havc
had longstanding intelligence activities and illegal relationships with
wealthy Republicans would be undoubtedly Goldman Sachs and
r\dfe~a
LWC~."
You could d l them the Insiders' Insider Deals. 'Xook where
Press Secretary Regan came from," A1 Martin points out. "He was
the cl..naimziltpof Merril Lynch."

he BUS m
Geoee Sr., George
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I

The Bush Family-Harken Energy Fraud
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In his online column, "Behind the Scenes of the Beltway"
(www.aln~artinraw.com),
A1 Martin has written that "you have to
look at the entire Bush Fanlily in this context-as if the entire fanlily
ran a corporation called 'Frauds-R-Us. ' Each member of the family,
George Sr. , George Jr., Neil, Jeb, Prescott, Wally, etc., has their own
specialty of fnud." "George Jr.'s specialty was insurance and security fra~zd.Jeb ' s specialty was oil and gas fraud. Neil's specialty was
real estate fraud. P r a cott 's specialty was banking f m d . Wally's
specialty was securities fraud. And George Bush Sr.'s specialty'?All
of the above."

growth. In one experiment, Vogel, a devout Catholic,
focused for a full hour on an image of the Blessed
Virgin while viewing the growth of the crystal under
the microscope. The result was a shape recognizable
as the b!ladonna. Vogel videotaped this anomaly and
noted that, "before the melt went into the liquid
crystal state, a blue flash of light took place and then
immediately after that, the sample transcended into the
liquid crystal state." After a year of watching this
anomaly, Vogel finally captured a picture at the
moment of transition. This anomaly
had been discussed in
metaphysical literature, but
had never before been
witnessed and photographed. The flash of blue
light witnessed through the
microscope was the transfer
of information from the
level of light-coding to the
physical plane. As Vogel
wrote (www.vogelcrystals.
com):

faceted quartz could produce a coherent energy.
One morning in 1974, Vogel awoke with a pattern
similar to the Mabbalistic Tree of Life in his mind.
Over the course of the following year, he was able to
grind his quartz into a 3-D representation of the Tree
of Life. The resulting four-sided quartz crystal with
pyramid-like points came to be known as V ~ g e l - ~ ~ t
crystal
From these experiments
came the first instrument for
storing, amplifying, transferring and cohering the energies of the body-mind of an
individual. It is reputed that
some of the best crystal and
diamond cutters in Germany
have attempted to reproduce
the Vogel-cut crystals without success. Vogel explained
that the crystal must be
worked with right attitude,
understanding, and consciousness." He maintained
that it is not simply a matter
of cutting the quartz in the
correct shape, but it must be
"tuned as a coherent information transfer device." The
geometry of the Vogel-cut
crystal creates a coherent

What appeared on the
film was the prefiguring
in space of the crystallographic form the system was to assume. The
blue flash contained information
which
field of energy that can act as
a
carrier wave of informaformed into a geometric
form. This geometric
tion.
The ability of crystals to
form was the source of
the
crystallographic
store information is now
widely known. According to
from which the
in one experiment, Vogel, a devout Catholic,
the September 4, 1994, issue
crystal grew and develfocused for one full hour on an image of the
oped.
Blessed Virgin while viewing the growih of
Newsweek, Stanford
University
physicists have
the crystal under the microscope. The result
According to Vogel,
ckr~~onstrated
the first fully
was
a
shape
recognizable
as
the
Madonna.
once the crystal has
digital model of a device that
ceased growing, the
stores information as a holo"intelligence matrix" of the crystal disappears. The
gram within the subatomic structure of a crystal. The
form of the quartz is then basically an empty shell
scientists were able to store and retrieve a holographic
until it is enlivened with human bio-energy; accomimage of the Mona Lisa. The particular crystal held
plished by the transfer of thought-energy via the
only 163 kilobytes of memory, but it is expected that
pulsed breath. Vogel then began 17 years of research
these holographic units could store up to one million
into quartz crystals, discovering that quartz had the
megabytes. This article explains that crystals store
capacity to store, amplify and transfer information.
infoimation in three dimensions and could be ten
But, because the raw quartz crystals could not adetinies faster than the fastest systems currently availquately cohere these energies, Vogel began to cut the
able.
crystals into various shapes. Just as light through a
Vogel claimed his crystals could be used for healfaceted ruby can produce coherent energy, Vogel
ing
the human body and mind, by "removing unwondered if thought interfaced with a specifically
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wanted vibrations or thought forms from an
individual in distress." He discovered that
the crystal acted as an "energetic scalpel" in
an "etheric surgery," and he developed
methods of healing using the Vogel-cut
crystals. \ ogel also came to believe that the
various subtle energy bodies described in
metaphysical literature are "gradations of a
field that is anchored to the physical body
via the water molecule." He discovered that,

subtle energetic or quantum level as well as the macro level.
The bones, tissues, cells, and fluids of the body have a
definite crystallinity about them. The structure of the fluids,
cells, and tissues of the body tends to become unstructured
or incoherent when dis-ease or distress is present. The
physical body is comprised of liquid crystal systems in the
cell membranes, intercellular fluids, as well as larger structures such as the fatty tissues, muscular and nervous systems, lymph, blood, and so on. Through the use of an
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since the human body is 75% water, the
profound healing effects of the crystal were
related to its resonance to water. A web site
devoted to Marcel Vogel
(www.vogelcrystals.com), explains how
these crystals work:
The crystal is a quantum converter
that is able to transmit energy in a
form that has discreet biological effects. This is most likely a resonant
effect. The human body, on an energetic level, is an array of oscillating
points that are layered and have a
definite symmetry and structure. This
crystallinity is apparent on both a
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appropriately tuned crystal to which these structures are
responsive, balance and coherence can be restored by delivering the necessary "information" or energetic nutrients
needed.

The Indcnrmafri@wBanal
Vogel discovered that the information band measured by the
Omega 5 exists in and around all matter. He postulated that the
information band is a sort of "record keeper" of events which
brought an object into being, as well as the responses of this
object to these actions, energies, fields or forces. He suggested
that these forces and actions combined to build a series of
identifying patterns or codes. Since all motion generates a field,
the composite of these fields is the ground state of the information band. These perturbations form an energy cloud around the
substance. This is the mind of the atom.

'

Secret societies have always closely guarded their
scientific knowledge, their artisan and industrial
traditions, and their magical tecluliques, and carefully
created closed societies and guilds for the propagation
of these secrets. The
Initiates of secret orders
were organized to keep
their knowledge and
techniques underground. In
1960, Pauwels and Bergier
imagined that the state
would become a secret
society in the near kture.
As is exhibited by the
keen interest of the intellie
gence community in what
u
we might call the "mind
sciences," it would appear
that this is exactly what is
happening. I would add
that the state has never
been anything but a secret
society, and therein lies
the root of its ordained
power.
00
Current scientific
advances are merely an
extension of the safekeeping and continual propagation of secret knowledge
in the hands of the few.
The safe haven of this
hidden knowledge lies in a
caste system, which poss esses much more planetary clout than governments and political police.
It is a secret society above
the law of any land. This
powerful elite clique has
its own police force: the
various intelligence t entacles of the US government, such as the CIA,
NSA, the Department of
Defense, and various
military intelligence forces. Such secrets are kept
secret under the auspices of "hational security."
Pauw els and Bergier predicted that the secret society would be the future form of government, taking
the form of a "cxyptocracy." They believed that at a
certain level intelligence itself is a kind of secret

society, and that its pow e n are unlimited when it is
allowed to develop without boundaries. Thus, it is
important to reconsider our conception of a seaet
society. The autllors adnzitted that this view may seem
mad, but they adillonished: "this is becaase
we are saying rapidly
and brutally what we
have to say, like a nun
knocking on a sleeper's
door when time is
running sl-rort.".
O J Od7Arc.
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Excerpted from
Phenomenal World, now
available from The Book
Tree, 1-800-700-TREE
(www .thebooktree.com)
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